MEMORANDUM

Date: September 21, 1999

To: Patent Examining Corps

From: Stephen G. Kunin
Deputy Assistant Commissioner for Patent Policy and Projects
UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE
Patent and Trademark Office

Subject: Applying the Recapture Rule to Reissue Applications

The following material provides guidance to the patent examining corps in applying the recapture rule to reissue applications. The substance of the material will be incorporated into Chapter 1400 of the MPEP in the next revision.

Recapture of Surrendered Subject Matter

A reissue will not be granted to “recapture” claimed subject matter which was surrendered in an application to obtain the original patent- Hester Industries, Inc. v. Stein, Inc., 142 F.3d 1472, 46 USPQ 2d 1641 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Clement, 131 F.3d 1464, 45 USPQ 2d 1161 (Fed. Cir. 1997); Ball Corp. v. United States, 729 F.2d 1429, 1436, 221 USPQ 289, 295 (Fed. Cir. 1984); In re Wadlinger, 496 F.2d 1200, 181 USPQ 826 (CCPA 1974); In re Richman, 409 F.2d 269, 276, 161 USPQ 359, 363–364 (CCPA 1969); In re Willingham, 282 F.2d 353, 127 USPQ 211 (CCPA 1960).

Two Step Test for Recapture:

In Clement, 131 F.3d at 1468–69, 45 USPQ 2d at 1164, the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit set forth guidance for recapture as follows:

The first step in applying the recapture rule is to determine whether and in what aspect the reissue claims are broader than the patent claims. For example, a reissue claim that deletes a limitation or element from the patent claims is broader in that limitation’s aspect. . . . Under Mentor [Mentor Corp. v. Coloplast, Inc., 998 F.2d 992, 994, 27 USPQ 2d 1521, 1524 (Fed. Cir. 1993)], courts must determine in which aspects the reissue claim is broader, which includes broadening as a result of an omitted limitation. . . .

The second step is to determine whether the broader aspects of the reissue claims relate to surrendered subject matter. To determine whether an applicant surrendered particular subject matter, we look to the prosecution history for arguments and changes to the claims made in an effort to overcome a prior art rejection. See Mentor, 998 F.2d at 995–96, 27 USPQ 2d at 1524–25; Ball Corp. v. United States, 729 F.2d 1429, 1436, 221 USPQ 289, 294–95 (Fed. Cir. 1984).
In every reissue application, the examiner must first review each claim for the presence of broadening, as compared with the scope of the claims of the patent to be reissued. A reissue claim is broadened where some limitation of the patent claims is no longer required in the reissue claim; see MPEP § 1412.03 for guidance as to the nature of a “broadening claim.”

Where a claim in a reissue application is in fact broadened, the examiner must next determine whether the broader aspects of that reissue claim relate to subject matter that applicant previously surrendered during the prosecution of the original application (which became the patent to be reissued). Each limitation of the patent claims, which is omitted or broadened in the reissue claim, must be reviewed for this determination.

It is noted that the facts in *Hester* and *Clement* (and the other cases cited above) were directed to subject matter surrendered in response to art rejections. The question as to whether other rejections may also give rise to recapture, however, remains unsettled in the case law.

**Criteria for Determining That Subject Matter Has Been Surrendered:**

If the limitation now being omitted or broadened in the present reissue was originally presented/argued/stated in the original application to make the claims allowable over a rejection or objection made in the original application, the omitted limitation relates to subject matter previously surrendered by applicant, and impermissible recapture exists.

The examiner should review the prosecution history of the original application file (of the patent to be reissued) for recapture. The prosecution history includes the rejections and applicant’s arguments made therein. The record of the original application must show that the broadening aspect (the omitted/broadened limitation(s)) relates to subject matter that applicant previously surrendered. For example:

1) A limitation of the patent claims is omitted in the reissue claims. This omission provides a broadening aspect in the reissue claims, as compared to the claims of the patent. The omitted limitation was originally argued in the original application to make the application claims allowable over a rejection or objection made in the application. Thus, the omitted limitation relates to subject matter previously surrendered, in the original application.

Note: The argument that the claim limitation defined over the rejection must have been specific as to the limitation; rather than a general statement regarding the claims as a whole. In other words, a general “boiler plate” sentence will not be sufficient to establish recapture. An example of one such “boiler plate” sentence is:

“In closing, it is argued that the limitations of claims 1–7 distinguish the claims from the teachings of the prior art, and claims 1–7 are thus patentable.”

This general “argument” will not, by itself, be sufficient to establish surrender and recapture.
2) The limitation omitted in the reissue was added in the original application claims for the purpose of making the claims allowable over a rejection or objection made in the application. Even though applicant made no argument on the record that the limitation was added to obviate the rejection, the nature of the addition to the claim can show that the limitation was added in direct reply to the rejection. This too will establish the omitted limitation as relating to subject matter previously surrendered. To illustrate this, note the following example:

The original application claims recite limitations A+B+C, and the Office action rejection combines two references to show A+B+C. In the amendment replying to the Office action, applicant adds limitation D to A+B+C in the claims, but makes no argument as to that addition. The examiner then allows the claims. Even though there is no argument as to the addition of limitation D, it must be presumed that the D limitation was added to obviate the rejection. The subsequent deletion of (omission of) limitation D in the reissue claims would be presumed to be a broadening in an aspect of the reissue claims related to surrendered subject matter.

3) The limitation A omitted in the reissue claims was present in the claims of the original application. The examiner’s reasons for allowance in the original application stated that it was that limitation A which distinguished over a potential combination of references X and Y. Applicant did not present on the record a counter statement or comment as to the examiner’s reasons for allowance, and permitted the claims to issue. The omitted limitation is thus established as relating to subject matter previously surrendered.

Argument (Without Amendment to the Claims) in the Original Application May Be Sufficient to Establish Recapture:

In Clement, the recapture was directed to subject matter surrendered in the original application by changes made to the claims (i.e., amendment of the claims) in an effort to overcome a prior art rejection. The Clement Court, however, also stated that “[t]o determine whether an applicant surrendered particular subject matter, we look to the prosecution history for arguments and changes to the claims made in an effort to overcome a prior art rejection.” [Emphasis added] 131 F.3d at 1469, 45 USPQ 2d at 1164. This statement in Clement was subsequently discussed in Hester Industries, Inc. v. Stein, Inc., supra, where the Court observed that surrender of claimed subject matter may occur by arguments made during the prosecution of the original patent application even where there was no claim change made. The Court in Hester held that the surrender which forms the basis for impermissible recapture “can occur through arguments alone.” 142 F.3d at 1482, 46 USPQ 2d at 1649. Accordingly, where claims are broadened in a reissue application, the examiner should review the prosecution history of the original patent file for recapture, even where the claims were never amended during the prosecution of the application which resulted in the patent.

Reissue Claims Are Same or Broader in Scope in All Aspects:
The recapture rule bars the patentee from acquiring through reissue claims that are, in all aspects, of the same scope as, or are broader in scope than, those claims canceled from the original application to obtain a patent. *Ball*, 729 F.2d at 1436, 221 USPQ at 295.

**Reissue Claims Are Narrower in Scope in All Aspects:**

The patentee is free to acquire, through reissue, claims that are narrower in scope in all aspects than claims canceled from the original application to obtain a patent. If the reissue claims are narrower than the claims canceled from the original application, yet broader than the original patent claims, reissue must be sought within 2 years after the grant of the original patent. *Ball*, 729 F.2d at 1436, 221 USPQ at 295. See MPEP § 1412.03 as to broadening claims.

**Reissue Claims are Broader in Some Aspects, But Narrower in Others:**

Reissue claims that are broader in certain aspects and narrower in others *vis-à-vis* claims canceled from the original application to obtain a patent may avoid the effect of the recapture rule if the claims are broader in a way that does not attempt to reclaim what was surrendered earlier. *Mentor Corp. v. Coloplast, Inc.*, 998 F.2d 992, 994, 27 USPQ 2d 1521, 1525 (Fed. Cir. 1993). “[I]f the reissue claim is as broad as or broader in an aspect germane to a prior art rejection, but narrower in another aspect completely unrelated to the rejection, the recapture rule bars the claim; [] if the reissue claim is narrower in an aspect germane to [a] prior art rejection, and broader in an aspect unrelated to the rejection, the recapture rule does not bar the claim, but other rejections are possible.” *Clement*, 131 F.3d at 1470, 45 USPQ 2d at 1165.

If the broadening aspect of the reissue claim relates to subject matter previously surrendered, the examiner must determine whether the newly added narrowing limitation in the reissue claim modifies the claim such that the scope of the claim no longer results in a recapture of the surrendered subject matter. If the narrowing limitation modifies the claim in such a manner that the scope of the claim no longer results in a recapture of the surrendered subject matter, then there is no recapture. In this situation, even though a rejection based on recapture is not made, the examiner should make of record the reason(s) why, as a result of the narrowing limitation, there is no recapture.

**Reissue to Take Advantage of 35 U.S.C. 103(b):**

A patentee may file a reissue application to permit consideration of process claims which qualify for 35 U.S.C. 103(b) treatment if a patent is granted on an application entitled to the benefit of 35 U.S.C. 103(b), without an election having been made as a result of error without deceptive intent. See MPEP § 706.02(n). **This is not to be considered a recapture.** The addition of process claims, however, will generally be considered to be a *broadening* of the invention (*Ex Parte Wikdahl*, 10 USPQ 2d 1546 (Bd. Pat. App. & Inter. 1989)), and such addition must be applied for within two years of the grant of the original patent. See also MPEP § 1412.03 as to broadened claims.
Reissue for Article Claims Which Are Functional Descriptive Material Stored on a Computer-Readable Medium:

A patentee may file a reissue application to permit consideration of article of manufacture claims which are functional descriptive material stored on a computer-readable medium, where these article claims correspond to the process or machine claims which have been patented. The error in not presenting claims to this statutory category of invention (the “article” claims) must have been made as a result of error without deceptive intent. The addition of these “article” claims will generally be considered to be a broadening of the invention (Ex Parte Wikdahl, 10 USPQ 2d 1546 (Bd. Pat. App. & Inter. 1989)), and such addition must be applied for within two years of the grant of the original patent. See also MPEP § 1412.03 as to broadened claims.

Rejection Based Upon Recapture:

Reissue claims which recapture surrendered subject matter should be rejected using form paragraph 14.17 as follows. < Note: the MPEFP has not yet been revised to include this version of 14.17 >

¶ 14.17 Rejection, 35 U.S.C. 251, Recapture

Claim [1] rejected under 35 U.S.C. 251 as being an improper recapture of broadened claimed subject matter surrendered in the application for the patent upon which the present reissue is based. See Hester Industries, Inc. v. Stein, Inc., 142 F.3d 1472, 46 USPQ 2d 1641 (Fed. Cir. 1998); In re Clement, 131 F.3d 1464, 45 USPQ 2d 1161 (Fed. Cir. 1997); Ball Corp. v. United States, 729 F.2d 1429, 1436, 221 USPQ 289, 295 (Fed. Cir. 1984). A broadening aspect is present in the reissue which was not present in the application for patent. The record of the application for the patent shows that the broadening aspect (in the reissue) relates to subject matter that applicant previously surrendered during the prosecution of the application. Accordingly, the narrow scope of the claims in the patent was not an error within the meaning of 35 U.S.C. 251, and the broader scope surrendered in the application for the patent cannot be recaptured by the filing of the present reissue application.

[2] Examiner Note: In bracket 2, the examiner should explain the specifics of why recapture exists, including an identification of the omitted/broadened claim limitations in the reissue which provide the “broadening aspect” to the claim(s), and where in the original application the narrowed claim scope was presented/argued to obviate a rejection/objection. See MPEP 1412.02.

Examples:
The following examples illustrate recurring fact situations presenting recapture issues and their resolution. It should be noted that each recapture issue should be decided on a case-by-case basis.

Bread compositions and bread making are used in the examples for ease of comparison, and so that the reader need not adjust to a very different fact pattern for different examples.

**Example 1 - Recapture based on claim limitations added in original application to overcome prior art:**

*Original prosecution:*

An application was filed containing only one claim reciting:

> Claim 1: A bread containing chocolate, pepper, and tomatoes, which provide a unique taste to the bread.

During the original prosecution, the examiner issued an Office action rejecting claim 1 based upon references X and Y which together teach a bread having chocolate, pepper, and tomatoes.

In an amendment replying to the Office action, applicant added (from the specification) “orange peels” to claim 1 and argued that the amendment overcame the rejection based on references X and Y. The claim, as amended, recited:

> Claim 1 (once amended): A bread containing chocolate, pepper, tomatoes and **orange peels**, which provide a unique taste to the bread.

The examiner allowed the claim and passed the application to issue. A patent then issued on the application.

*Reissue proceedings:*

In a reissue application, new claim 2 is presented for a bread containing chocolate, pepper, and tomatoes, which provide a unique taste to the bread. Because of market place developments which now show the need to claim a bread without “orange peels,” new claim 2 does not include the limitation of “orange peels” that defined over references X and Y in the original application.

The reissue oath points out that the original presentation (in the patent) of only a claim which included “orange peels” was “error” upon which reissue may be based; thus, claim 2 which omits “orange peels” is added in the reissue. The oath points out that the error arose because applicant’s attorney incorrectly assumed that the manufacture of the bread without orange peels was not commercially feasible due to the consistency of the resulting bread.
A “commercial success” affidavit is newly presented in the reissue application to show that claim 2 is patentable over references X and Y even without “orange peels,” and the examiner deems the affidavit to be persuasive. Accordingly, the examiner determines that claim 2 defines over references X and Y and the remainder of the art.

Resolution of the recapture issue:

Claim 2 would be barred by recapture. The limitation omitted in the reissue is “orange peels.” This provides a broadening aspect to the reissue claim that was clearly argued in the original application to overcome the rejection based on references X and Y. Thus, omission of “orange peels” is related to subject matter surrendered in the original application. This is the fundamental case of recapture. Since recapture exists, claim 2 should be rejected under 35 U.S.C. 251 based on recapture in the manner set forth above under the heading “Rejection based upon recapture:”.

In this example, applicant narrowed the claims for the purpose of obtaining allowance in the original prosecution, and applicant is now precluded from recapturing subject matter previously surrendered. See also Mentor Corp. v. Coloplast, Inc., 998 F.2d 992, 994, 27 USPQ 2d 1521, 1524 (Fed. Cir. 1993) with respect to this example. (In Mentor, there were narrowing limitations added to the reissue claims that did not serve to materially narrow the claims in a manner effective to avoid a recapture bar; however, those narrowing limitations are not included in this example of fundamental recapture.)

Example 2 - Recapture based upon applicant’s statement made during the original prosecution:

Original prosecution:

An application was filed containing only one claim reciting:

Claim 1: A bread baking oven for baking bread using only steam comprising:

a chamber;

means passing a continuously running conveyor belt through the chamber to expose bread in the chamber only to steam as the sole baking medium;

and means providing two sources of steam to bake the bread:

one being a source of steam comprising a pool of water within the chamber with heating means for boiling the water to create steam,
and the other a steam generator supplying supplemental steam into the chamber to maintain the atmosphere, together with the first steam source, at near 100% humidity, 100 degrees C. and a pressure above atmospheric.

During the prosecution of the original patent, the examiner repeatedly rejected claim 1 based upon prior art references X and Y which together teach the claimed oven. Applicant repeatedly replied with the argument that baking solely with steam and the two sources of steam limitations distinguished claim 1 from references X and Y, and that each of these limitations are critical to patentability. Applicant did not amend the claim, and ultimately applicant appealed to the Board of Patent Appeals and Interferences. In the appeal, applicant again relied upon the argument of baking solely with steam and the two sources of steam. The Board reversed the examiner, and the examiner passed the application to issue. A patent issued on the application.

Reissue proceedings:

In a reissue application, claim 2 is newly presented containing the same language as in claim 1 except that it does not contain the requirement that the baking be solely with steam, and does not require that the steam be generated via two sources of steam.

The reissue oath points out that the presentation of only a claim which included these two limitations was “error” by the attorney in failing to recognize the full scope of the invention.

During the prosecution of the reissue application, the examiner is persuaded that claim 2 defines over the prior art.

Resolution of the recapture issue:

Claim 2 is barred by recapture.

In this example, reissue claim 2 is broader than patent claim 1 by the omission of two limitations, baking solely with steam and steam generation via two sources of steam. Applicant surrendered the claim scope for a bread baking apparatus which omits these two limitations because applicant repeatedly argued during prosecution of the original application (including on appeal) that these two limitations distinguished original claim 1 from references X and Y and that each of the limitations was critical to patentability. These repeated arguments constitute an admission by applicant that the two limitations were necessary to overcome the prior art. Thus, claim 2 is broader than the original application claim in an aspect relevant to prior art rejection and related to the surrendered subject matter. Accordingly, impermissible recapture exists, and claim 2 should be rejected under 35 U.S.C. 251, based upon recapture.

Impermissible recapture exists in this example even though applicant never amended the original application claim to add baking solely with steam and steam generation via two sources of steam; the two limitations were present in the originally presented claim of the application. Subject matter can be surrendered by way of arguments or by claim amendment.
made during the prosecution of the original patent application. In the present example, applicant’s argument provided the basis for a finding of surrender of subject matter.

A similar situation arose in Hester Industries, Inc. v. Stein, Inc., 142 F.3d 1472, 46 USPQ 2d 1641 (Fed. Cir. 1998). In Hester, however, the reissue claims also included narrowing limitations added via the reissue that did not serve to materially narrow the claims in a manner effective to avoid a recapture bar; those limitations are not included (presented) in this example, since they are not directed to the focus of the example.

**Example 3 - Reissue broadens, but the broadening is not related to the prior art rejection-No recapture:**

**Original prosecution:**

As in Example 1, an application was filed containing only one claim reciting:

> **Claim 1:** A bread containing chocolate, pepper, and tomatoes, which provide a unique taste to the bread.

During the prosecution, the examiner issued an Office action rejecting claim 1 based upon references X and Y which together teach a bread having chocolate, pepper, and tomatoes.

In an amendment replying to the Office action, applicant added (from the specification) “orange peels” to claim 1 and argued that this amendment overcame the rejection based on references X and Y, in that it provided a sweetness to the bread. The amended claim recited:

> **Claim 1 (once amended):** A bread containing chocolate, pepper, tomatoes and **orange peels**, which provide a unique taste to the bread.

The examiner allowed the claim and passed the application to issue. A patent issued on the application.

**Reissue proceedings:**

In a reissue application, new claim 2 is presented.

> **Claim 2:** A bread containing chocolate, tomatoes and orange peels, which provide a unique taste to the bread.

New claim 2 does not include the “pepper” of claim 1 of the original application. The reissue oath points out that limiting the bread to a pepper-containing bread (in the patent) was “error” upon which reissue may be based; thus, claim 2 which omits “pepper” is added in the reissue application. The oath points out that the error arose because applicant’s attorney incorrectly assumed that read with pepper was the only thing applicant was interested in producing.
The examiner determines that claim 2 defines over references X and Y and the remainder of the art, even without the pepper limitation.

Resolution of the recapture issue:

**Claim 2 would be not barred by recapture.** The limitation omitted in the reissue is “pepper.” This provides a broadening aspect to the reissue claim that was never argued in the original application to overcome the rejection based on references X and Y. Thus, omission of “pepper” is not related to subject matter surrendered in the original application; a bread omitting pepper was never surrendered.

Regarding this example, see *Ball Corp. v. United States*, 729 F.2d 1429, 1436, 221 USPQ 289, 295 (Fed. Cir. 1984).

**Example 4(a) - Reissue narrows & broadens, where the broadening is related to the prior art rejection and the narrowing is not-Yes recapture:**

**Original prosecution:**

As in Examples 1 and 3, an application is filed containing only one claim reciting:

Claim 1: A bread containing chocolate, pepper, and tomatoes, which provide a unique taste to the bread.

During the prosecution, the examiner issues an Office action rejecting claim 1 based upon references X and Y which together teach a bread having chocolate, pepper, and tomatoes.

In an amendment replying to the Office action, applicant added (from the specification) “orange peels” to claim 1 and argued that the amendment overcame the rejection based on references X and Y. The claim now recites:

Claim 1 (once amended): A bread containing chocolate, pepper, tomatoes and **orange peels**, which provide a unique taste to the bread.

The examiner allowed the claim and passed the application to issue. A patent issued on the application.

**Reissue proceedings:**

In a reissue application, a new claim (i.e., claim 2) is presented for a bread containing chocolate, **diced green bell peppers** and tomatoes, which provide a unique taste to the bread. This reissue claim does not contain the “orange peels” that defined over references X and Y in the application. It does, however, require that the pepper be “diced green bell peppers” (unlike the case of example 1). The “diced green bell” limitation of the “pepper” is a limitation which was overlooked in the prosecution of the patent, and as such, constitutes “error” upon which reissue may be based. The examiner determines that newly presented
claim 2 defines over references X and Y and the remainder of the art, based upon the “diced green bell peppers.”

Resolution of the recapture issue:

**Claim 2 would be barred by recapture.** The limitation omitted in the reissue is “orange peels.” This provides a broadening aspect to the reissue claim that was clearly argued in the original application to overcome the rejection based on references X and Y. Thus, omission of “orange peels” is related to subject matter surrendered in the original application. A narrowing limitation was also provided in reissue claim 2; i.e., a limitation that limits the “pepper” to “diced green bell peppers.” This narrowing limitation, however, is not at all related to the “orange peels” and the manner in which it defined over the art. Since the narrowing is **not** related to the prior art rejection and **not** related to the subject matter surrendered in the original application (omission of orange peels), recapture exists and claim 2 should rejected under 35 U.S.C. 251.

See *In re Clement*, 131 F.3d 1464, 45 USPQ 2d 1161 (Fed. Cir. 1997).

**Example 4(b) - Reissue narrows & broadens where both are related to prior art rejections (different ones)-Yes recapture:**

*Original prosecution:*

An application was filed containing only one claim reciting:

Claim 1: A method of treating bread dough to remove seed contaminants contained therein, which comprises:

(a) forming a flowing dough;

(b) irradiating the dough to soften the seeds at a temperature above room temperature; and

(c) adhering the softened seeds to a membrane at a temperature below room temperature and then recovering the dough.

During the prosecution, the examiner issued an Office action rejecting claim 1 based upon references X and Y which together teach steps (a)–(c). Claim 1 was also rejected based upon reference Z which teaches steps (a)–(c) in a somewhat different manner (than references X and Y do).

In an amendment replying to the action, applicant added “101 and 115° C.” to step (b) of claim 1, and 5–15° C. to step (c), in place of “a temperature above room temperature” and “a temperature below room temperature,” respectively. Applicant argued that the temperature additions define the claim over references X and Y. Applicant also added new
step (d) to claim 1, reciting the collecting of the seed-free dough while mixing and irradiating it. Applicant argued this addition to define the claim over reference Z.

The claim now recites:

Claim 1 (once amended): A method of treating a bread dough to remove seed contaminants contained therein, which comprises:

(a) forming a flowing dough at room temperature;

(b) irradiating the dough to soften the seeds while heating the dough to between 101 and 115° C.;

(c) adhering the softened seeds to a membrane at a temperature of 5–15° C. and then recovering the dough; and

(d) collecting the seed-free dough while mixing and irradiating the dough.

The examiner allowed the claim and passed the application to issue; a patent then issued on the application.

Reissue proceedings:

In a reissue application, claim 2 is now presented containing the same language as in claim 1 except that it does not contain the “101 and 115° C.” and “5–15° C.” limitations that defined over references X and Y in the application. Added to claim 2 step (d) is the limitation “in a vacuum,” so that step (d) now recites-

(d) collecting the seed-free dough in a vacuum while mixing and irradiating the dough.

The reissue oath points out that the presentation (in the patent) of only a claim which included the two temperature limitations was “error” upon which reissue may be based; thus, claim 2 which is free of the temperature limitations is added in the reissue. The reissue oath additionally points out that “in a vacuum” is added because it further defines over reference Z.

The examiner determines that claim 2 defines over references X, Y and Z and the remainder of the art.

Resolution of the recapture issue:

Claim 2 would be barred by recapture:
In this example, reissue claim 2 is both broader and narrower than patent claim 1 in areas relevant to the prior art rejections.

Comparing reissue claim 2 with patent claim 1, claim 2 is narrower in one aspect, namely, the step (d) dough collection “in a vacuum.” This narrowing relates to a prior art rejection because, during the prosecution of the patent, applicant added step (d) to overcome reference Z.

Reissue claim 2 is broader in that it eliminates the “101 and 115°C.” and “5–15°C.” temperature limitations. This provides a broadening aspect to the reissue claim to exclude the temperature limitations that were clearly argued in the original application to overcome the rejection based on references X and Y.

Reissue claim 2 is broader in a manner directly pertinent to the subject matter that applicant surrendered during the prosecution (i.e., the method of treating the bread dough to remove seed contaminants, absent the “101 and 115°C.” and “5–15°C.” temperature limitations).

The narrowing aspect of reissue claim 2 (requiring a “vacuum”) relates to a prior art rejection because, during the prosecution of the patent, applicant added the dough collection limitation (d) in an effort to overcome reference Z. The narrowing does not, however, relate to the prior art rejection which applicant dealt with in the original prosecution by adding the “101 and 115°C.” and “5–15°C.” temperature limitations (thereby making the temperature limitation surrender). Accordingly, the narrowing limitation cannot save claim 2 from the recapture doctrine.

Since recapture exists, claim 2 should be rejected under 35 U.S.C. 251 as being a recapture.

See In re Clement, 131 F.3d 1464, 45 USPQ 2d 1161 (Fed. Cir. 1997).

Example 5 - The reissue both broadens and narrows by newly presenting a separate species-Yes recapture

Original prosecution:

The original application claim recited:

Claim 1: A bread containing chocolate, pepper, and tomatoes, which provide a unique taste to the bread.

The specification disclosed that citrus fruit peels provide added texture to the bread. Examples were provided in the specification where “orange peel” and “lemon peel” are used for texture. Note, however, that citrus fruit peels were not included as a component of the only claim in the case.
In the amendment replying to the Office action, applicant added “orange peels” to claim 1. Applicant argued that “orange peels” define the claim over references X and Y, because the orange peels make the bread sweeter. The amended claim recited:

Claim 1 (once amended): A bread containing chocolate, pepper, tomatoes and orange peel, which provide a unique taste to the bread.

Reissue proceedings:

In a reissue application, new claim 2 is presented for a bread containing chocolate, pepper, lemon peel and tomatoes, which provide a unique taste to the bread. The lemon peel is argued to provide softness to the bread. This reissue claim (claim 2) does not contain the “orange peel” that defined over references X and Y in the application. It does, however, require “lemon peel.” Both “orange peel” and “lemon peel” are disclosed species of “citrus fruit peel,” and the inclusion of a claim to the second disclosed species (the “lemon peel”) was overlooked in the prosecution of the patent. Such constitutes “error” upon which reissue may be based. The examiner determines that newly presented claim 2 defines over references X and Y, and the remainder of the art, based upon the “lemon peel.”

Resolution of the recapture issue:

**Claim 2 is barred by recapture.** The limitation omitted in the reissue is “orange peel,” and omission of “orange peel” is related to subject matter surrendered in the original application. The presence of the “orange peel” limitation and the resultant sweetness argued in the original application became an integral part of the claim, and a bread absent the “orange peel” limitation and the resultant sweetness has been surrendered. Claim 2 has the alternative species “lemon peel,” but it omits the “orange peel” limitation with its resultant sweetness. Accordingly, even though claim 2 is narrower in that it requires the lemon peel limitation, there is impermissible recapture, and claim 2 should be rejected under 35 U.S.C. 251, as such.

**Consulting T.C. Spre in Case of Doubt**

The above examples provide guidance in common fact situations involving recapture issues which may arise. Where variants of these fact situations arise for which the examiner is unsure of their resolution, the Special Program Examiner(s) of the Technology Centers should be consulted.
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